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Trust evaluation is the process of quantifying trust with attributes that influence trust. It faces a number of

severe issues such as lack of essential evaluation data, demand of big data process, request of simple trust re-

lationship expression, and expectation of automation. In order to overcome these problems and intelligently

and automatically evaluate trust, machine learning has been applied into trust evaluation. Researchers have

proposed many methods to use machine learning for trust evaluation. However, the literature still lacks a

comprehensive literature review on this topic. In this article, we perform a thorough survey on trust eval-

uation based on machine learning. First, we cover essential prerequisites of trust evaluation and machine

learning. Then, we justify a number of requirements that a sound trust evaluation method should satisfy, and

propose them as evaluation criteria to assess the performance of trust evaluation methods. Furthermore, we

systematically organize existing methods according to application scenarios and provide a comprehensive

literature review on trust evaluation from the perspective of machine learning’s function in trust evaluation

and evaluation granularity. Finally, according to the completed review and evaluation, we explore some open

research problems and suggest the directions that are worth our research effort in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Trust evaluation is the process of quantifying trust using attributes that affect trust. It has been
widely used in different fields to facilitate decision making [Jiang et al. 2016; Chen et al. 2014]. In a
sensor network, trust assessment based on malicious node detection can help ensure the security
of the network [Feng et al. 2011; He et al. 2012; Ye et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2018]. In a social
network, trust evaluation helps users build social relationships, reduce the risk of social activities
and improve the quality of social networking [Hao et al. 2014; Jiang et al. 2014; Niu et al. 2017].
In e-commerce, researchers use trust evaluation to help them choose trading services [Wang and
Lin 2008; Zhang et al. 2014]. Trust evaluation is also used to ensure secure interactions between
automated agents and to promote the success of automation in a multi-agent system [Schmidt
et al. 2007]. In Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networking, trust evaluation helps identifying interactive objects,
ensuring resource sharing with friendly peers, and combating malicious peers [Li et al. 2011]. In
service provision, trust evaluation helps service requesters select an appropriate service from a
large number of candidates [Li et al. 2014; Liu and Jia 2015; Liu et al. 2014; He et al. 2018]. Therefore,
it becomes evident that research direction in trust evaluation is worth pursuing.
There are some existing surveys on trust evaluation. Jøsang et al. [2007] summarized the trust

and reputation system used in online transactions, including some trust evaluation methods. In
the context of Internet of Things (IoT), Yan et al. [2014b] investigated existing trust management
schemes and summarized the trust evaluation methods used there. Guo et al. [2017] analyzed
the trust evaluation methods for managing services in IoT. Wahab et al. [2015] surveyed trust
evaluation methods for web services. Pinyol and Sabater-Mir [2013] presented a review of trust
evaluation methods for open multi-agent systems. Zhu and Yan [2016] surveyed the methods of
trust evaluation in e-commerce. Bansal and Kohli [2019] summarized trust evaluation methods for
website. Ahmed et al. [2019] gave a summary of trust assessment schemes in cross-cloud alliance.
Although the above literature summarizes the methods of trust evaluation for various scenarios,
there is a lack of a review on trust evaluation methods based on machine learning.
Most traditional trust evaluation methods are based on the experience of direct and indirect

interaction between a trustor and a trustee. However, when there is no interaction experience be-
tween the trustor and the trustee, traditional trust evaluation methods are not so applicable. At
the same time, there are cases where the data used for trust evaluation are incomplete and the
evaluation process ignores other valuable data, which greatly impact the accuracy of trust evalu-
ation. Meanwhile, most traditional trust evaluation methods determine trust by aggregating trust
factors through weighting and other relevant calculations. However, it is difficult to determine the
weights, thus hard to ensure evaluation accuracy. In response to these problems, many researchers
suggested using machine learning to make trust evaluation intelligent and accurate.
Meanwhile, the data used to evaluate trust is becoming big inevitably due to the fast growth of

online services, social networking and mobile communications. In recent years, big data has grad-
ually become a research hotspot in both academic and industrial circles. In brief, it comes with
visible features such as Velocity, Volume, Value, Variety, and Veracity (5V). Due to the complex,
high-dimensional, and variable characteristics of big data, it is difficult to conduct trust evaluation
in a real, messy, and complex big data environment. Big data often accompanies with a large-
scale distributed computing scenario, e.g., social networking, pervasive computing, P2P network-
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ing and grid computing. Due to large amount of data and their complex structure, traditional trust
evaluation methods become ineffective to calculate trust values that can be analyzed based on
techniques of big data. As an important and commonly used technology for dealing with big data,
machine learning can systematically and effectively process data and improve computational effi-
ciency. Therefore, many researchers have proposed using machine learning to evaluate trust.
Machine learning aims to generate a model from data with computers, namely learning through

machines. As early as the late 1950s, people have been studying it since the advent of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) [Martensa 1959], and it is the core of AI. It can build models based on data and
use models to simulate human intelligence activities. At present, there have been a lot of machine
learning algorithms proposed. According to their characteristics, these algorithms realize several
categories of learning: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning and
reinforcement learning [Jing et al. 2018].
Researchers have proposedmanymethods by usingmachine learning for trust evaluation. How-

ever, the literature still lacks a comprehensive literature review on this topic. We found that most
existing related literature reviews focus on traditional trust evaluationmethods. Although Liu et al.
[2018] summarized existing methods of using machine learning for trust prediction, they only fo-
cused on the methods in online social networking. However, the application of trust evaluation is
not limited to social networks, but also many other scenarios, such as multi-agent systems, ser-
vice environments and ad-hoc networks. In this article, we offer a comprehensive summary and
analysis on trust evaluation methods based on machine learning in a number of typical application
domains. Nowadays, with the popularity of artificial intelligence and the ubiquity of big data, it be-
comes necessary to summarize the existing trust evaluation methods that adopt machine learning,
understand the pros and cons of these methods, specify research challenges and determine new
directions of future research efforts, hoping to improve existing methods and propose efficient
trust evaluation methods with the ability of dealing with big data.
This article conducts a comprehensive review of the state-of-the-art of trust evaluation based

on machine learning in order to reach the above goals. The main contributions of this article can
be summarized as follows:

(i) We analyze the requirements that should be satisfied for evaluating trust with machine
learning. Employing these requirements as criteria, we assess the performance of trust
evaluation methods that adopt machine learning.

(ii) We review the existing methods by classifying them based on application scenarios and
further the machine learning’s function in trust evaluation and evaluation granularity,
and further utilize the proposed criteria to evaluate the advantages and shortcomings of
each method.

(iii) According to the results of the completed review and analysis, we identify open issues
and further indicate directions of future research.

We organize the remainder of this article as follows: Section 2 gives a brief introduction on
the fundamentals of both trust evaluation and machine learning, followed by the requirements
that should be satisfied by the trust evaluation methods. According to the proposed requirements,
we offer a taxonomy of existing trust evaluation methods, identify a number of categories, and
review them in Section 3. On the basis of the literature review, we explore unsolved research
issues and point out promising future research directions in the field of machine learning-based
trust evaluation in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this survey in the last section.
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2 PREREQUISITES

In this section, we briefly introduce the characteristics of trust and some traditional trust evaluation
methods, as well as some basic knowledge of machine learning. We also discuss the advantages of
usingmachine learning to evaluate trust. Based on the discussion, we put forward the requirements
that a qualified trust evaluation method should meet, which can serve as the uniform criteria used
to evaluate all existing methods.

2.1 Trust Evaluation

2.1.1 The Characteristics of Trust. Trust is a multidisciplinary concept that is not easy to define.
Trust is fundamentally a belief or estimate. It is an entity’s subjective expectations of the future
behavior of other entities [Mui et al. 2002]. Different scholars have different definitions of trust.
Although there are different definitions of trust in different areas, trust exhibits the following

consistent characteristics [Yan 2013]: subjectivity, dynamic, context-awareness, incomplete tran-
sitivity, time decay, asymmetry, and measurability.

2.1.2 Traditional Trust Evaluation Methods. Trust evaluation is the process of quantifying trust
with attributes that influence trust. The methods of trust evaluation show diversity in different
application scenarios.
Traditional trust evaluation methods mainly use trust-related attributes to assess trust [Yan

2010, 2013]. The evaluation models include but are not limited to: Bayesian inference [Wang and
Wu 2014], (weighted) average models [Yan 2013], subjective logic [Jøsang et al. 2007], Dempster-
Shafer theory [Wu et al. 2015], fuzzy logic [Alnasser and Sun 2017], fuzzy cognitive map [Yan and
Prehofer 2011], information entropy model [Dai et al. 2008], game theory [Mehdi et al. 2017], and
cloud models [Zhang et al. 2018]. Table 1 shows the advantages and disadvantages of a number
of traditional trust evaluation methods. Although these methods can measure trust, they also put
forward high formal mathematical requirements for evaluation. Sometimes, it is hard to apply the
models into practice. The selection of trust-related attributes and the formulation of rules greatly
affect the accuracy of trust evaluation. Existing work mainly applies static data analysis (such as
exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis [Yan et al. 2012, 2013b]) and literature
analysis for justification. It lacks intelligence and dynamic support on trust impact factor selection
and rule formulation.
Many existing methods apply linear aggregation to aggregate different trust-impact attributes

during trust evaluation in such application domains as multi-agent systems, social networks [Yan
et al. 2013a, 2014a], service environments, and ad-hoc networks.
Through the analysis of the traditional trust evaluation methods in the above application sce-

narios, we find that when prior knowledge is lacking, the traditional trust evaluation methods
are no longer applicable. At the same time, using linear combination to aggregate trust features
such as experience, knowledge, recommendations and so on to express trust seems rough without
theoretical and practical support. Thus, trust evaluation accuracy could be suspicious.

2.2 Benefits of Machine Learning for Trust Evaluaton

From the above introduction to traditional trust evaluation methods, it can be seen that there are
some irreplaceable advantages to use machine learning for trust evaluation.
First, trust evaluation based onmachine learning can overcome the “cold start” and “zero knowl-

edge” problems of traditional methods. Traditional trust evaluation methods use direct historical
interaction information and indirect recommendation information to calculate trust values. But
when the trustee is a newcomer, this information does not exist, which leads to traditional meth-
ods become ineffective. In this case, the trust evaluation based on machine learning can establish a
trust model by using other available trust-related feature data to perform trust evaluation. Mean-
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Table 1. Comparison of Traditional Trust Evaluation Methods

Trust
Evaluation
Method

Advantages Disadvantages

Bayesian
Inference

Using Bayesian inference to calculate
probability to represent trust value, the

method is simple.

Confusing the subjectivity and
uncertainty of trust with randomness

of probability.

Dempster-Shafer
Theory

Do not need to know the a priori
probability, have a good representation of

uncertainty.

The data need to be independent, the
theory of synthetic rules is weak.

Fuzzy Logic
A good solution of the fuzzy problem of

trust.

The establishment of rules and the
determination of membership
functions could be difficult.

Subjective Logic
Introduce subjective factor and facilitate

trust reasoning and comprehensive
calculation.

The construction of operators is
difficult.

Entropy-based
model

Information entropy is used to portray the
uncertainty of trust relationship.

Insufficient consideration of factors
that affect trust.

Game Theory

Theory of game theory is broad, while
paying attention to the degree of

completeness of information, which
makes the results close to reality.

It is difficult to formulate the rules of
game.

Cloud-based
It fully integrates ambiguity and

randomness and describes the uncertainty
of trust.

Trust combination and transfer
calculation often utilize cloud theory.
It is still difficult to use it to calculate
trust value based on trust evidence.

while, many traditional trust evaluation methods represent trust by using a linear combination of
direct and indirect trust values, where the weights used for combination are hard to decide inmany
practical cases. This type of method impacts the accuracy of trust evaluation, which hopefully can
be improved with the methods of machine learning.
Second, in the case of processing big data to evaluate trust, using machine learning can ensure

accurate results. Big data provides sufficient sources of data for trust evaluation, making it more
accurate [Huang and Chen 2019]. In large-scale networking scenarios such as social networks,
due to enormous data and complex data structure, the use of traditional trust evaluation methods
becomes complicated and difficult, which often leads to inaccurate evaluation results. However,
machine learning as a primary means of processing big data has its own specific advantages in
dealing with big data. Therefore, in dealing with big data, compared with other trust evaluation
methods, machine learning is obviously more appropriate for trust evaluation [Han et al. 2019].
Third, from the perspective of artificial intelligence, machine learning shows great convenience

for trust evaluation. Machine learning, which is the main technology of artificial intelligence, also
examines how to use computers to simulate human behaviors. It uses existing data (or experiences)
to get a model for later computation. This process fits well with human thinking patterns. Trust
evaluation is a subjective behavior of human beings. Thus, it is appropriate to usemachine learning
to evaluate trust.
Fourth, the process of trust evaluation using machine learning is intuitive and easy to under-

stand. The basic process of using machine learning to solve the problem of trust evaluation is cer-
tain. Its general process can be roughly divided into three steps, namely data preprocessing, model
selection, and final model determination. The details are as follows: First, we need to transform
the raw data into useful features through data preprocessing, which is the process of extracting
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Fig. 1. Classification of machine learning algorithms based on their functions in trust evaluation and eval-

uation granularity.

meaningful features from raw data with missing values, repeated values, noise, and high dimen-
sions by means of data cleaning, data fusion, feature selection, and other methods. Then, we need
to choose the most appropriate learning algorithm from the many possible algorithms of machine
learning to build a model for trust evaluation. Finally, because there are often parameters in the
algorithm that need to be set, the performance of the model is often significantly different due to
different parameter configurations. Therefore, after selecting the algorithm, the parameters should
be adjusted and the parameters with the best performance should be selected to determine the fi-
nal model. The process of trust evaluation using machine learning simulates the process of human
decision-making, that is, making decisions based on existing experiences. This process is simple
and effective to implement and easy to understand.

2.3 Machine Learning

Stefik [1985] defined machine learning as: “a computer program is said to learn from experience
E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks
in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E.” Machine learning relates to pattern identi-
fication, statistical learning, data mining, speech recognition, computer vision, natural language
processing, and intrusion detection. Due to the needs of big data processing and requests of arti-
ficial intelligence in many fields, machine learning becomes more and more important. Machine
learning has been widely applied into analyzing big data. Its main target is to generate models
from data with computers by applying a learning algorithm. Thus, later on, when facing a new
situation, the model will help in corresponding judgment. Nowadays, there are a lot of learning
algorithms. By analyzing the machine learning algorithms used for trust evaluation, we classify
them into twomain categories according to their functions played in trust evaluation. One is for di-
rect trust evaluation, and the other is for assisting trust evaluation (e.g., for data processing) before
another method is applied to evaluate trust, as shown in Figure 1. For the first type of algorithms,
we can further divide them into a number of sub-classes based on trust evaluation granularity: bi-
nary ratings, discrete numeral ratings, and continuous numeral ratings, as well as the algorithms
that can support all above three ratings. In what follows, we briefly introduce these algorithms
and summarize their advantages and disadvantages in Table 2.

ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 53, No. 5, Article 107. Publication date: September 2020.
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Table 2. Comparison of Machine Learning Methods

Algorithms Description Advantages Disadvantages

LiR

The main task of determining a regression
model is accessing the parameters of the
linear function, which can be obtained by
minimizing a loss (cost) function that is

used to measure a fitting degree.

Simple calculation and
implementation. Support

continuous numerical trust value
in trust evaluation.

Cannot fit non-linear
data.

LoR

As a classification algorithm, the output
variables of LoR model should be
qualitative variables. So, the output

variables of the LoR model are qualified by
setting a threshold.

Simple to implement, small
amount of calculation, fast speed
and low storage. Support binary

ratings in trust evaluation.

Not applicable to large
feature space, easy to

underfit.

KNN

First, compare each feature in the new data
with the corresponding feature in a labeled

training dataset. Then, in the labeled
dataset, extract the classification labels of
the k most similar data to the new data.

Finally, the category of the new data is the
one that is the most frequent occurrence in

a number of k category labels.

Model is easy to understand.
Support binary ratings,

continuous numerical and
discrete numerical trust value in

trust evaluation.

High dependence on
sample balance.

NBC
Use Bayes theorem to classify by

calculating the probability of different
categories under specific conditions.

Have a solid mathematical
foundation, insensitive to missing
data. The algorithm is simple.
Support binary ratings and

discrete numerical trust value in
trust evaluation.

Cannot apply to
feature-related datasets.

DT

Two kinds of nodes exist in the DT. One is
the non- leaf node that corresponds to a
feature or attribute and has two or more

child nodes. The other is the leaf node that
corresponds to a category. Each edge in the

DT represents a decision condition.

Can be visualized. The
decision-making process is
intuitive and clear. Support
binary ratings, continuous

numerical and discrete numerical
trust value in trust evaluation.

Easy to overfit, poor
generalization
performance.

RF
RF essentially consists of multiple decision
trees, each of which is slightly different

from others.

No overfitting, can be used in
high- dimensional datasets.
Support binary ratings,

continuous numerical and
discrete numerical trust value in

trust evaluation.

Low performance for
small datasets and
low-dimensional

datasets.

SVM

SVM aims to find the maximum-margin
hyperplane, which means that the interval
between the hyperplane and the nearest
data point on each side is the largest.

Good for high- and
low-dimensional data processing,
strong generalization ability.

Support binary ratings,
continuous numerical and

discrete numerical trust value in
trust evaluation.

Determining a kernel
function based on
actual problems is

difficult.

ANN

It is composed of a series of simple units
that are arranged in layers and densely
connected to each other. Input variables
are processed by these units to get output

variables.

High accuracy, strong robustness,
and fault tolerance. Support
binary ratings, continuous

numerical and discrete numerical
trust value in trust evaluation.

Many parameters,
complex model and low

interpretability.

K-Means
It is a partitioning method based on

distance to organize objects into multiple
mutually exclusive groups or clusters.

Simple and easy to understand
and implement, low time

complexity.

Need to set an initial
value, very sensitive to
noise and outliers.

(Continued)
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Table 2. Continued

Algorithms Description Advantages Disadvantages

DBSCAN

The basic idea of DBSCAN is to start from
a certain core point. Then the method
continuously expands to a region with a
high density of data, so as to obtain a

maximal region containing the core point
and boundary points [Ester et al. 1996].

Any two points in the region are
density-connected.

Can identify noise point and find
spatial clustering of any shape,

high clustering speed.

When density is
uneven, clustering
quality is poor.

Chameleon

Chameleon is a graph partitioning
algorithm. It is used to gain some relatively

small sub-clusters from the k-nearest
neighbor graph in order to minimize edge

cutting.

It has a strong ability to find
high-quality clusters of any

shape.

The choice of the value
of K is a problem.

STING

It is a kind of grid-based clustering
technique [Wang et al. 1997]. On the basis
of grid multiresolution, the space is divided

into matrix units corresponding to
different resolutions.

Grid structure facilitates parallel
processing and incremental

updates. It is efficient.

The bottom-level
granu- larity has a great

impact on cluster
quality. Too thick or too
fine could cause some

problems.

Q-learning

Its main idea is that the agent perceives
information from the environment, selects
appropriate behaviors according to its own

state, changes its state and obtains
corresponding rewards or punishments
from it, thereby correcting strategy

accordingly.

It is adaptive and can improve
strategy based on environmental
feedback. Support binary ratings,

continuous numerical and
discrete numerical trust value in

trust evaluation.

When the number of
state-action pairs is
large, convergence is
slow and learning

is inefficient.

2.3.1 Machine Learning Algorithms for Direct Trust Evaluation. In trust evaluation schemes,
these machine learning algorithms are used to directly calculate trust values or judge whether
the evaluated object is trustworthy based on trust-related attributes. In this type of machine learn-
ing algorithms, based on learning granularity of machine learning (i.e., the granularity of the result
data of trust evaluation), we divide the existing algorithms into binary ratings machine learning,
discrete numeral ratings machine learning, continuous numeral ratings machine learning, and
machine learning for all three types. The following is our brief introduction to these algorithms.

2.3.1.1 Algorithms for Binary Ratings. Using this type of machine learning algorithms for trust
evaluation, evaluation results are divided into two classes: trusted and untrusted. Generally, the
binary classification algorithms inmachine learning can achieve this goal. The following lists these
algorithms:

Logistic Regression (LoR). LoR is one type of classification algorithms. The establishment pro-
cess of LoR model is roughly the same as that of LiR. Their difference is that the range of output
variables in LiR is controlled to be within [0, 1] by applying the Sigmoid function [Tolles and
Meurer 2016]. Similar to LiR, the modeling process of LoR is simple and fast. But it is not ap-
plicable for processing non-linear data. In addition, LoR is a binary classification algorithm, not
applicable to multi-classification problems.

2.3.1.2 Algorithms for Discrete Numeral Ratings. Based on this type of algorithms for trust evalu-
ation, the final evaluations results are expressed by discrete numbers. For example, López andMaag
used the numbers 0, −1, and 1 to represent trust evaluation results, where 0 indicates “neutrally
trusted”, 1 indicates “trustworthy”, and −1 indicates “untrustworthy” [López and Maag 2015].

Naive Bayes Classification (NBC). NBC is a common classification algorithm supported by
Bayesian theory [Russell and Norvig 2009]. NBC based on classical mathematics theory has a
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solid mathematical foundation. It is simple with stable classification efficiency. However, it is not
sensitive tomissing data. The algorithm assumes that the features are independent with each other,
but this assumption is often not true in practical applications. When there are a large number of
features or the correlation between features is high, the classification efficiency is not good.
2.3.1.3 Algorithms for Continuous Numeral Ratings. The use of this type of algorithms in trust

evaluation can eventually obtain continuous numerical trust values. For example, Hauke et al.
[2013] used decimals between 0 and 1 to indicate the degree of trust. The closer to 0 the value is,
the lower the trust degree, and vice-versa.

Linear Regression (LiR). LiR is the most basic algorithm in machine learning. As the name
implies, it represents a linear relationship between input and output. That is, the model is a linear
function that maps input variables to output variables [Freedman 2005]. LiR is a regression model
based on linear variables, usually themodeling process is simple and fast. However, it is not suitable
for non-linear data.

2.3.1.4 Algorithms for All Three Types of Ratings. This type of algorithms is suitable for obtaining
binary ratings, discrete numeral ratings, and continuous numeral ratings.

K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN). There are three steps to classify new datawith KNN [Altman 1992].
A KNN algorithm is highly dependent on sample balance regarding each category of samples.
When samples are extremely unbalanced, the classification results will be biased.

Decision Tree (DT). DT organizes rules in a tree to classify samples [Quinlan 1987]. The gener-
ation process of a decision tree is very intuitive, easy to understand and explain. However, when
the learning of training data is too thorough, it is easy to cause overfitting, which leads to poor
model generalization.

Random Forest (RF). RF essentially consists of multiple decision trees, each of which is slightly
different from others [Ho 1998]. RF is good at dealingwith high-dimensional data, feature loss data,
and unbalanced data. But it may be less effective in processing low-dimensional data.

Support Vector Machine (SVM). As a kind of classification algorithm, SVM aims to find the
maximum-margin hyperplane, which means that the interval between the hyperplane and the
nearest data point on each side is the largest [Cortes and Vapnik 1995]. It can simplify the difficulty
of solving high-dimensional space problems. Therefore, it can process high-dimensional and low-
dimensional data. But determining the kernel function based on actual problems is a difficult task.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). ANN simulates a biological learning system, that is, an
extremely complex network of interconnected neurons [Dreyfus 1990]. Generally, ANN has high
accuracy and strong parallel distributed processing ability. However, it requires a large number of
parameters, such as initial values of weights, thresholds, and the settings of network topology. The
learning process cannot be observed and the output results are difficult to explain, which affect
the credibility and acceptability of the results.

Q-Learning. Q-learning is a common algorithm in reinforcement learning. Its main idea is that
the agent perceives information from the environment, selects appropriate behaviors according to
its own state, changes its state, and obtains corresponding rewards or punishments from it, thereby
correcting strategy accordingly [Watkins and Dayan 1992]. Its strategy is updated in real time. But
modeling realized with this algorithm is complicated and difficult to understand.

2.3.2 Machine Learning Algorithms for Assisting Trust Evaluation. This type ofmachine learning
algorithms plays an auxiliary role in trust evaluation tasks. They can be utilized to process data
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for trust evaluation. For example, in the absence of trust attribute information, machine learning
is used to cluster similar users according to user attributes, and then for those users lacking trust
information, trust evaluation is performed with the trust data of the user that does not lack trust
information [Zhang et al. 2016].
K-Means Algorithm. K-means is a partitioning method based on distance [Lloyd 1982] to orga-

nize objects into multiple mutually exclusive groups or clusters. However, it is hard to determine
the value of K and is also sensitive to noise and outliers.

DBSCAN Algorithm. The full name of DBSCAN is “Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Appli-
cations with Noise.” It is a density-based clustering algorithm. DBSCAN can discover arbitrarily
shaped clusters in a noisy spatial data set by dividing sufficiently high-density areas. The basic
idea of DBSCAN is to start from a certain core point. Then the method continuously expands to
a region with a high density of data, so as to obtain a maximal region containing the core point
and boundary points [Ester et al. 1996]. Any two points in the region are density-connected. This
clustering algorithm is efficient. It can handle noise points and derive arbitrary shapes of spa-
tial clusters in an effective way. However, when the data density is not uniform and the distance
between clusters is far apart, the quality of clustering is poor.

Chameleon. Chameleon is a kind of hierarchical clustering algorithm. It uses knowledge of
k-nearest neighbors and dynamic modeling [Karypis et al. 1999]. Chameleon does not rely on a
static and user-provided model. It can automatically adapt to the internal features of the merged
cluster. This merging process facilitates the discovery of high-quality clusters of arbitrary shapes.
However, it uses a KNN graph, so the selection of the value of K is a problem.

STING. It is a kind of grid-based clustering technique [Wang et al. 1997]. The clustering quality
of STING is greatly influenced by the bottom-level granularity of the grid structure. If the granular-
ity is very small, the processing cost will increase significantly. If the granularity is too coarse, the
quality of the cluster analysis will be reduced. Therefore, granularity determination is important.

2.4 Requirements and Criteria

In this section, we propose a set of requirements that can serve as the criteria for evaluating trust
evaluation methods based on machine learning.

Effectiveness. The most basic and important requirement on a trust evaluation method is that it
can accurately provide the trust value of a trustee. Therefore, a qualified trust evaluation method
must ensure accurate evaluation results to prove its effectiveness. Effectiveness can be represented
by a number of indicators, such as recall, precision, accuracy, and F-score. Table 3 shows the for-
mulas used to compute the above indicators.

Appropriate Data andAlgorithm. To study trust evaluationwithmachine learning, we should
consider its two important parts. One is the data for training the model, the other is the algorithm
for building the model. Choosing the right data and algorithms helps achieve a highly accurate
evaluation. Therefore, we should explore whether a method considers the impacts of training data
selection and algorithm selection on the trust evaluation.

Robustness. Attacks may occur during the process of trust evaluation, for instance, conflict
behavior attack, on-off attack, collision attack, Sybil whitewashing attack and bad-mouthing attack
(refer to Table 4 for details) [Yan et al. 2012, 2013a, 2014b]. These attacks have an impact on the
outcome of the trust evaluation, allowing us to get a result that is contrary to the fact. Trust
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Table 3. Calculation Formulas of Effectiveness Indicators

Indicators Formulas

Accuracy accuracy = T P +T N
T P+FN+F P+T N

Precision precision = T P

T P+F P

Recall recall = T P

T P+FN

F-score F − score = P ×R
2 ×(P+R )

True Positive (TP) represents the quantity of outcomes that predict a positive class as a positive class.
False Positive (FP) represents the quantity of outcomes that predict a negative class as a positive class.
True Negative (TN) represents the quantity of outcomes that predict a negative class as a negative class.
False Negative (FN) represents the quantity of outcomes that predict a positive class as a negative class.
P: Precision; R: Recall.

Table 4. Attacks on Trust Evaluation

Attack Description

Bad-mouthing attack

This attack usually exists in a trust management or reputation system that
considers recommendations. It defames the trustworthiness of good parties or

inflate the trustworthiness of malicious parties by providing dishonest
recommendations, feedback, or votes.

On-off attack

When the trust values of malicious nodes performing on-off attacks are
significantly reduced, attackers can perform good behaviors to increase their
trust values over a period of time. And when their trust values reach a certain

level, they begin to execute malicious behaviors.

Conflict behavior
attack

By carrying out different behaviors in different time or domains, attackers can
cause conflicts with normal users, thus impairing the recommendation trust of

good users.

Collusion attack
Several attackers have reached an agreement to form a conspiracy group and

control the trust evaluation result of a certain target by submitting false
feedback in an organized manner.

Whitewashing attack
Attackers with very low trust discard their existing identity and, as

newcomers, hide their bad history and reenter a system.

evaluation methods should consider preventing these attacks so that the trust evaluation methods
are not affected by these attacks. We use robustness to express this quality attribute.

Privacy Protection. The data used for trust evaluation will inevitably contain some private in-
formation that users do not want to disclose. In the process of conducting trust evaluation, we
should give full protection to ensure that private data should not be leaked, as data owners ex-
pect. Such a trust evaluation method can be well accepted and recognized since it is a responsible
method. Therefore, privacy protection of users and trust evidence should be considered while con-
ducting trust evaluation.

Context-Awareness. It is a basic characteristic of trust. Trust evaluation methods should sup-
port context-awareness. That is, when the application scenario, context or environment changes,
the evaluation scheme can sense it and adaptively adjust itself to dynamically fit into a new
situation.

Subjectivity. It is also a basic characteristic of trust. The trust evaluation should be able to
portray the subjectivity of trust. With this way, the expression of trust can be close to reality.
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Trust evidence used for trust evaluation should reflect the subjective view of the trustor. The trust
evaluation result should be personalized based on the judgement of a particular individual.

Computational Overhead. It is an indicator stating how efficient a given method is. The lower
the computational overhead, the faster the algorithm runs, indicating its high efficiency. The effi-
ciency of a trust evaluation method can be reflected by the computational overhead of its applied
machine learning algorithm.

3 MACHINE LEARNING FOR TRUST EVALUATION

In this section, we first classify the trust evaluation methods into six categories based on their
application scenarios, and then group the existing work based on the function played by the ma-
chine learning in trust evaluation, i.e., machine learning for direct trust evaluation and machine
learning for assisting trust evaluation. For the first type that uses machine learning to evaluate
trust directly, we further classify existing methods into three sub-classes based on trust evaluation
granularity: models with binary ratings, models with discrete numeral ratings, and models with
continuous numeral ratings. Next, we evaluate various trust evaluation methods by utilizing the
criteria proposed in the previous section. Finally, we analyze and discuss the existing solutions
based on the results of our literature review. Table 5 presents a review summary.

3.1 Trust Evaluation Based on Machine Learning in Social Networks

In this section, we review existing trust evaluation methods based on machine learning in social
networks.

3.1.1 Machine Learning for Direct Trust Evaluation.

3.1.1.1 Models with Binary Ratings. Liu et al. [2008] presented a method to use user behavior
information to establish a trust network. They considered the features obtained from the attributes
of individual users and the attributes of the interactions between the users. Then, for training a
model, they utilized a supervised learning approach to gain a model, which was used to derive the
users’ trust relationship. They divided the trust factors into user factors and interaction factors,
made a more detailed division between the two types of factors, and selected algorithms such as
DT, NB, LoR, and SVM to perform experiments on the data collected from Epinion. Experimental
results show that using NB or SVM classifier with interactive features performs better than using
only user features. The features they selected for trust prediction are of statistical nature. Thus,
this method does not capture subjectivity. Context awareness is not supported, either. The pro-
tection of the privacy of trust evidence and resistance against possible attacks were not explored.
Computational overhead was not evaluated in this work, either.
Zolfaghar and Aghaie [2011] proposed a trust prediction method, which is time-aware, to con-

stantly update a trust network. They predicted the current moment of trust connection based on
the previous moment of trust network connection relationship. In terms of feature selection, they
selected the features obtained through the calculation corresponding to the five factors of knowl-
edge, relationship, reputation, similarity, and personality. They used MLP algorithm to predict
trust. Both static and dynamic approaches were applied. The difference is that the static method
uses only one snapshot of the trust network and dynamic one uses a series of snapshots before the
time of evaluation. Then, they conducted experiments based on Epinion data and found that the
dynamic approach is more effective and supports context awareness. However, privacy protection
and malicious attack resistance were not considered. Its F-score is 0.8 and its performance is mod-
erate. This method is applicable for social web applications. Notably, the trust factors used in the
method are not subjective. Computational overhead was not mentioned in this work.
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Table 5. Summary and Comparison of Trust Evaluation Methods Using Machine Learning (a)

Role
of
ML

Type
of
ML

Ref. Sc Al SF TR Ef PP Rb Ca Su CO Remarks

Social Networks

DTE SL
Liu et al.
[2008]

OC
NBC or
SVM

User factors
and

interaction
factors

N.A.
Precision:

0.72
N N N Y N.A.

Using both user
features and
interaction

features for trust
prediction is
proved better
than other
methods.

DTE SL

Zolfaghar
and

Aghaie
[2011]

SWA MLP

Structure
attributes and
contextual
information

{0, 1}
Predicti
on: 0.80

N N Y N N.A.

Propose a
time-based trust
prediction and
trust network
update method.

DTE SL

Zolfaghar
and

Aghaie
[2012]

SN
DT,
SVM,

LoR, BN

Trust-inducing
factors

(knowledge,
reputation,
relationship,
similarity and
personality
factors)

{trust
ed,
untr
usted}

Accuracy:
0.9377,

ROC: 0.97
N N N N N.A.

Propose a
framework of
trust inducing
factors in social
networks and use
these factors to
predict trust.

DTE SL

Khadangi
and

Bagheri
[2013]

Facebo
ok

MLP,
KNN,
SVM

Interaction
and profile
features

Binary
class

Accuracy:
0.83

N N N Y N.A.

Using interaction
and profile

information to
predict the trust

of users in
Facebook.

DTE SL
Zhao and

Pan
[2014]

SN SVM

9 features
about users
and their

relationships

{1,−1}
P: 0.83,
R: 0.97,
F: 0.89

N N N N N.A.

Propose a
framework to
evaluate trust
and set up trust

network.

DTE SL
Wang
et al.
[2016]

SN
Multila
yer-NN

Inducing
factors

Binary
class

Accuracy:
0.914

N N N N N.A.

A trust
prediction

method using
inducing factors
based on DS

theory and NN.

DTE SL
Wang
[2017]

SN LoR

Traditional
trust value and

auxiliary
information

{0, 1}
Accuracy:

0.90
N N N N N.A.

Conbine with
traditional trust

evaluation
algorithms to

improve accuracy
and stability.

DTE Semi

Papaoiko
nomou
et al.
[2015]

OSN SNN User ratings

{positi
ve,
nega
tive}

Accuracy:
0.71-0.96

N N N Y N.A.
Have a good

performance on
trust inference.

DTE SL
Chen
et al.

[2019b]
SN BN

User profile,
behavior and
interaction

data

{trust,
distrus

t}

Accuracy:
0.9516,
Recall:
0.9832

N N N Y N.A.

Use BN to make
trust decisions
without building

trust
relationships.
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Table 5. Summary and Comparison of Trust Evaluation Methods Using Machine Learning (b)

DTE SL
Chen et al.
[2019a]

SN LR, ANN User features

{truste
d,

untrus
ted}

Accuracy:
0.996

N N N N N.A.

Use user features
and machine
learning to

evaluation user
trust in social
networks.

DTE RL
Kim and
Song
[2011]

SN
Q-

learning

User
relationship
and direct
trust values

value N.A. N N Y N O (n +
m)

Use short-term
direct

relationships to
predict

long-term
indirect

relationships and
have a good
performance.

ATE UL
Chen et al.
[2016]

MSN
Cluster
ing

Contact
behavioral
and user
attributes

tuple
Prediction,
Recall and
F-score: >

0.8

N N N N N.A.

Suitable for
large-scale MSNs
and contain trust
aggregation and

transfer
methods.

ATE UL
Zhang

et al. [2016]
SN

K-means
or fuzzy
c-means

User rating
and

relationship
value N.A. N N N N N.A.

Mitigate the
sparseness of
explicit trust
graph and
improve the

ability to predict
trust.

Multi-Agent Systems

DTE SL
Liu et al.
[2013]

MAS LDA/DT

Local
knowledge

(past
interactions)

N.A.

FR (false
rate):
< 0.1;
< 0.19

N Y N N N.A.

Propose a trust
architecture for
large-scale
distributed
systems.

DTE SL
Nguyen
and Bai
[2018]

MAS BN

Contextual
data (envi-
ronmental
factors,

targets and
temporal
factors)

{0,1}
Accuracy:
<=1.0

N N N N N.A.

Dynamically
evaluate the

trust of the agent
group using
Bayesian
network.

DTE RL

Aref and
Tran
[2015],
Aref and

Tran [2017]

MAS
Q-

learning
N.A.

Four
categ
ories

N.A. N Y Y N.A. N.A.

Conbine fuzzy
logic and

Q-learning and
enhance
accuracy.

DTE SL
Zhou et al.
[2015]

MAS

Deep
belief

network
and RBM

N.A. N.A. N.A. N Y N N.A. O (n)

Can defend
against context-

correlated
attacks and be

accurate.

Service Environments

DTE SL
Ma et al.
[2009]

Epin
ion

SVM
19 Users &

their
interactions

{trust,
non-
trust}

F-score:
0.67-0.81,
0.73-0.85

N N N Y N.A.

Choose unusual
features and
have a good
performance

with sparse trust
relationship.
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Table 5. Summary and Comparison of Trust Evaluation Methods Using Machine Learning (c)

DTE SL
Mohanty

et al. [2010]

Serv
ice-or
iented
envir

onment

BPNN,
BNN, J48,
SVM,

TreeNet

Quality of
service

attributes

{trust
ed, untr
usted}

Accuracy:
0.9972

N N N N N.A.

Use multiple
quality of service
attributes and

machine
learning

algorithms to
evaluate trust of
web services.

DTE SL
Korovaiko
and Thomo

[2013]
OC RT or SVM

From user-
similarity
and rater-
reviewer

interactions

{trust,
distru
st}

Prediction:
0.8 (RT),
0.73
(SVM)

N N N N N.A.

Choose features
that make trust

prediction
performance
improved.

DTE SL

Olteanu
et al. [2013]
Wawer

et al. [2014]

Web
pages

Classi
fication

Contents,
social and

(GI) features

Binary
class

Accuracy:
0.75

N N N N N.A.
Predict trust for

webpages.

DTE SL
Mao et al.
[2017]

SeOE POS-NN
QoS

attributes
{1,−1} Precision:

0.8828
N N N N N.A.

Use neural
network to

evaluate trust,
and PSO is used
to optimize

neural network
initial settings.

DTE Semi
Jayasi nghe
et al. [2019]

IoT
Servi
ces

k-means
and SVM

Knowledge
information
(relationship,

spatial,
credibility

and
temporal)

{0,1}
Recall: 1.0

TP:
0.9813

N N N N N.A.

Combine
clustering and
classification
methods for

trust evaluation
of services in the

IoT.

DTE SL Wu [2010]
C2C E-
Comm
erce

FNN

Technical,
merchant

and
customer
factors

Four
categ
ories

N.A. N N N Y N.A.

Reflect the
ambiguity and
uncertainty in

trust evalutation.

DTE SL

Yahyaoui
and Zhioua
[2013],
Yahyaoui

and
Al-Mutairi
[2016]

SeOE HMM/PSA

Derived by
calculating
entropy/8
self-defined
attributes

5 or 11
catego
ries

F: > 0.75
/F: > 0.82

N N N N O (n2 )

Use their own
defined trust
model for trust
evaluation on

services.

DTE SL
Mashinchi
et al. [2011]

SeOE Fuzzy LiR
QoS

attributes
Fuzzy
value

Accuracy:
0.8

N N N N N.A.

Add fuzzification
concept and
facilitate the

portrayal of the
uncertainty of

trust.

DTE SL
Mao and
Lin [2016]

SeOE PSO-NN
QoS

attributes
value

Percision:
0.87

N N N N N.A.

A
well-performing
method by using

PSO-NN.

Ad Hoc Networks

DTE SL
Imana et al.

[2010]
MAN
ET

RBF-NN
Ten novel
attributes

[0,1]
Accuracy:
0.9869

N N Y N N.A.

A high accuracy
method for
predicting
reputation

values by using
RBF-NN.
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Table 5. Summary and Comparison of Trust Evaluation Methods Using Machine Learning (d)

DTE SL
Trofimova
et al. [2017]

Ad hoc
netwo
rks

MLP PDRs
{trust

ed, distr
usted}

Accuracy:
0.98

N N N N N.A.

The method of
generating

training data is
given.

DTE Semi
Han et al.
[2019]

UASN
K-means
and SVM

Communica
tion trust,

packet trust,
and energy

trust

{0,1}
Accuracy:

0.97
N N N N N.A.

Use unsupervised
learning and
supervised

learning to assess
trust in UASN.

DTE SL
El-Sayed

et al. [2020]
VN DT

Vehicle
interaction
information

{truste
d, un-
truste d,
uncer
tain}

Precision:
0.9234,
Recall:
0.9164

N Y Y N N.A.

Propose an
entity-centric trust
evaluation scheme
for the nodes in
vehicle networks.

Other Scenarios

DTE SL
Yuan et al.
[2006]

PeCE NBC

A priori
knowledge
and recom-
mendation
information

{0,1} N.A. N N Y Y N.A.

Propose a dynamic
trust decision

model that can be
used in pervasive
environments.

DTE SL
Huang and
Chen [2019]

Crowd
sour
cing

RF, DT,
BPNN,
SVM

Factors from
initial

reputation
dimension,
evaluation
dimension,
transaction

dimension and
punishment
dimension

{1,−1} Accuracy:
0.928

N N N N N.A.

Estabilsh a
multi-dimensional

reputation
indicator system
and propose a
reputation

evaluation method
using machine

learning.

DTE SL
D’Angelo
et al. [2017]

PeCE NBC
Extracted by

Apriori
algorithm

{1,0,−1} Accuracy:
0.92

N Y N N N.A.

The trust
evaluation method
can identify three
basic attacks.

DTE SL
Huang et al.

[2005]
P2P BP-NN

Transaction
result

sequences
value N.A. N N Y N O (n)

Use neural
network in a P2P
environment to
derive the local
trust value.

DTE SL Song [2005]
Online
Scenar
ios

ANN Trust opinions value
Accuracy:
0.938

N N Y Y N.A.

Use ANN to make
trust decisions

based on
heterogeneous

recommendations.

HMM

The expertise
and trustwor-
thiness of
recommend

ations

value
Accuracy:
>= 0.9

N N N N N.A.

Use HMM to
evaluate the

recommender’s
reputation based
on the expertise

and
trustworthiness of
recommendations.

ANN
Local trust
evaluations

value
Accuracy:
0.944

N N N Y N.A.

Use ANN to
evaluate global
trust in large
distributed
systems.
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Table 5. Summary and Comparison of Trust Evaluation Methods Using Machine Learning (e)

ATE UL
Ni and Luo
[2008]

GC

Hierar
chical
cluste
ring

Local
security
policy and
reputation

value N.A. N N N N N.A.

Suitable for
large-scale and
dynamic-grid
computing.

Common Frameworks

DTE SL
López and
Maag
[2015]

All SVM N.A. {1,0,-1}
Accuracy:

0.96
N N N N.A. N.A.

Propose a
universal trust
management
framework for

trust
assessment.

DTE SL
Hauke

et al. [2013]
N.A. RF N.A. value

Accuracy:
0.59

N N N N.A. N.A.

The method can
map estimator
output to a
belief logic

representation.

Y: Yes; N: No; N.A.: Not Available; ML: Machine Learning; Ref: Reference; Sc: Scene; Al: Algorithm; SF: Selected Features;
TR: Trust Representation; Ef: Effectiveness; PP: Privacy Protection; Rb: Robustness; Ca: Context-awareness; Su: Subjectivity;
CO: Computational Overhead; RL: Reinforcement Learning; Semi: Semi-Supervised Learning; SL: Supervised Learning; UL:

Unsupervised Learning; (O/M)SN: (Online/Mobile) Social Network; GC: Grid Computing; MANET: Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks; SeOE: Services-oriented Environment; PeCE: Pervasive Computing Environment; SWA: Social Web Applications;

OC: Online Communities; UASN: Underwater Acoustic Sensor Networks; IoT: Internet of Things; FLR: Fuzzy Linear
Regression; FNN: Fuzzy Neural Network; LSOS: Large-Scale Open System; MAS: Multi-Agent Systems; DT: Decision Tree;
BN: Bayesian Net-work; PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization; VN: Vehicle Network; HMM: Hidden Markov Model; DTE:

Direct Trust Evaluation; ATE: Assisting Trust Evaluation.

Zolfaghar and Aghaie [2012] proposed a framework using trust-inducing factors to address the
sparseness of trust networks, andmapped qualitative factors intomeasurable features for trust pre-
diction. The entire prediction process is divided into five steps. First, the trust assessment problem
is analyzed and mapped into a data mining problem. Second, the initial data is collected. The data
is divided into structural data and contextual data. Third, the data is preprocessed. The obtained
data are reputation factor, knowledge factor, similarity factor, propensity factor, and relationship
factor. Fourth, machine learning is used for modeling. Fifth, the learned model is evaluated. The
real data from Epinions were used in the experiment, and the comparison is made by decision tree,
SVM, logistic regression, Bayesian network, and neural network, respectively. The experimental
results show that the prediction results using decision tree are the best, with an accuracy of 0.9377
and a ROC of 0.97. The applied factors in the trust evaluation are not subjective data. The method
does not consider privacy protection and defense against attacks. It is not a context-aware method.
Nor does it investigate the computational overhead.
Khadangi and Bagheri [2013] proposed a method for evaluating the trust relationship between

users in Facebook. They used the Facebook application to collect data. Then, on the basis of the
Pearson correlation coefficient between features and trust, they selected features from user inter-
action information and profile information. After that, they chose KNN, SVM, and MLP to train a
model and predict trust using the features they selected. They compared experimental results and
found that all of them are effective and MLP achieves the highest accuracy. The selected features
are obtained from interactive information, which is subjective. In the process of data collection,
there is no protection on the users’ sensitive and private data, and no resistance on any possible
malicious user attacks. Context-awareness is not supported in the method. Computational over-
head was not discussed in this work.
Zhao and Pan [2014] presented a framework of trust assessment by applying machine learning

in the context of social networks, which consists of five parts, namely, collecting data, extract-
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ing features, training model, predicting trust, and building trust networks. It uses the data col-
lected from social networks with the value of trust to extract features and establish a model to
perform trust prediction. Then, a trust network can be established based on trust relationships be-
tween users. They select nine features about users and their relationship. They chose SVM to train
model and divided trust relationship into trust and distrust, respectively represented by 1 and −1.
Weibo’s1 data were used in experiments. After studying the experimental results, we found that
the framework has a good ability to predict trust. Selected features are based on statistics. They do
not contain subjective information. The algorithm can be changed, but not context-aware. Mean-
while, the framework does not consider privacy protection although having the ability to resist
some attacks. In addition, there is no consideration on computational overhead.
Wang et al. [2016] proposed a method of trust prediction by applying multilayer neural network

and Dempster-Shafer theory. In terms of feature selection, they divided the induction factors of
distrust and trust into three categories (they are homophily, social status, and emotion tendency)
and defined their specific representations. Prediction architecture is comprised by an input layer, a
fusing layer, and a decision layer. It can be divided into five units: input unit, evidence processing
unit, mass combining unit, fusing unit, and decision unit. They mapped the input set represented
by the inducing factors to evidence prototypes, built a mass function based on it, and then used
multilayer NN to fuse local factors and global factors, respectively, for trust evaluation. Exper-
iments were performed using Epinion data. From the experimental results, we can see that the
accuracy of this method is 0.914. The features selected by the program are mainly for social net-
works and can be used in social-network-related applications. Since the features applied are not
subjective, thus this method cannot support the subjective of trust. The method is neither adaptive
nor context-aware. It does not protect privacy and cannot defend against attacks. Computational
overhead was not considered, either.
Wang [2017] proposed a method for calculating trust values in social network scenarios by ap-

plying machine learning. They used the trust values calculated by a traditional method and some
additional information as training features, and represented the users’ social relationship with a
graphical structure. Nodes represent users and edges represent the users’ relationships. After ob-
taining a labeled training set, the method uses a logistic regression method to model. The main
task of determining the logistic regression model is also to solve function parameters, which can
be obtained by minimizing a loss (cost) function that is used to measure fitting degree. The data of
Tencent2 Weibo were used in experiments. The experimental results showed that the method us-
ing machine learning has higher accuracy by comparing it with other traditional trust evaluation
methods. But this method does not take into account the subjectivity of trust and context aware-
ness. Meanwhile, the privacy protection of data was not considered. Nor can it defend against
possible attacks. Also, there is no analysis on the computational overhead of this method.
Papaoikonomou et al. [2015] presented amethod for predicting the trust level between two users

by using user ratings on items with a semi-supervised learning way. They applied a signed social
graph to represent a social network. The sign on the edge of the graph is composed of positive
sign and negative sign, which indicate that the relationship between users is trustworthy or un-
trustworthy. The problem of trust prediction is converted to the problem of edge sign prediction
and the solution is consist of two steps. The first step is the user encoding stage. They utilized the
Restricted Boltzmann Machine to generate a binary low-dimensional code for each user by using
the user’s rating information. The second step is the sign prediction phase. They used autoen-
coder networks to classify the binary codes obtained in the previous step. Autoencoder conducts

1weibo.com.
2t.qq.com.
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unsupervised learning of all the data obtained. After that, a supervised neural network performs
a classification task. The experiment, which used datasets containing 130K users from Epinions,
sets up different autoencoder architectures and labeled datasets of different data sizes by using
accuracy measurement as an evaluation indicator. The results of experiment indicate that this
method performs well and the accuracy value can be up to 0.9592. User rating information used
in this method is subjective. But the method is not context-aware and does not consider privacy
protection and defense against attacks. They did not analyze computational overhead.
Chen et al. [2019b] proposed a trust model for social networks. The model uses Bayesian net-

works to make decision on trust. It selects user-related data such as user profile information, be-
havior information, and interaction data as user features, and uses Bayesian networks to classify
users into trust and distrust. They obtained datasets from Facebook and Twitter to build models,
and selected different features from different datasets. From the Facebook dataset, they selected
11 user features, and selected 12 user features from the Twitter dataset. The accuracy of the model
tested by the Facebook dataset is 0.8717 with a recall rate 0.8421. The accuracy of the model tested
by the Twitter dataset is 0.9516 with a recall rate 0.9832. The user features used in this model con-
tain user preference information, which are subjective. However, the model is not context-aware.
It cannot defend against attacks on machine learning and protect privacy. There is no discussion
on computational cost.
Chen et al. [2019a] presented a trust evaluation framework for online social networks. This

framework is based on machine learning and applies user features to make a trust decision. They
divided the user features into four categories and designed a feature selection method to select op-
timal features. After that, they used machine learning to build a model in order to judge whether a
user is trustworthy or not. They used the user data in Twitter to test the trust model. Eight machine
learning methods were tested. Results showed that the performance of trust evaluation using lo-
gistic regression and neural network was the best, with an accuracy rate up to 0.996. The feature
data adopted are user behavior, relationship and other related data, which are not subjective. The
framework does not support context awareness. Meanwhile, it does not consider privacy protec-
tion of user data and cannot resist common attacks. The computational overhead of the framework
was not analyzed.

3.1.1.2 Models with Continuous Numeral Ratings. Kim and Song [2011] gave a trust evaluation
method in social networks based on trust propagation and reinforcement learning, which can
use short-range direct relationships to predict long-distance indirect relationships. There are two
steps to build the model. In the first step, a social network consisting of users and their direct
trust values represented by a graph is preprocessed. The second step is to use the Q-learning
algorithm to update the two objective functions according to immediate feedback. Q-learning is
based on a Markov decision-making process. And an optimal strategy is obtained by iterating and
updating a value function that represents the accumulated rewards based on specified states and
actions. Then, they derive the trust value based on an expected trust path strength. This method’s
computational complexity isO (n +m). Experimental results indicate that the best method of trust
evaluation is to use the full path for trust estimation in combination with max-min and weighted
aggregation. This model can be dynamically adjusted to support context awareness. But it does
not reflect the subjective of trust. Meanwhile, it does not consider privacy protection and cannot
defend against attacks.

3.1.2 Machine Learning for Assiting Trust Evaluation. Chen et al. [2016] used a clustering algo-
rithm to evaluate trust for Mobile Social Networks (MSNs). They represented the social network
as a graph structure and calculated trust in Implicit Social Behavioral Graph (ISBG). First, they
proposed a clustering algorithm for community discovery in MSNs to find ISBG. After that, they
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set the contacts rank according to the group affiliations of different users. Finally, they calculated
the trust values in the group according to contact behaviors and user attributes, and put forward
the method of trust aggregation and transfer calculation. In the experimental part, they performed
simulations to refine precision, recall, and F-Score to make accuracy metrics most suitable.
Experimental results show that this method performs well and can be used to calculate, aggregate
and transfer trust values, which are represented as tuples. But this method does not reflect the
subjective of trust and lacks support on context-awareness. Meanwhile, it does not provide privacy
protection and cannot resist against attacks. There is no discussion on computational overhead.
Zhang et al. [2016] offered a method of trust prediction on the basis of co-cluster to mitigate

the sparseness of an explicit trust graph and improve its ability to predict trust. They graphically
represented social networks with users and items and utilized the users’ rating on items and the
relationship between the users to predict trust. They mapped users and items to a shared potential
space and used k-means or fuzzy c-means to find subgroups. Then, they calculated the implicit
and explicit similarities of subgroups separately. In each subgroup, the similarities are aggregated.
And the predicted results from different subgroups are merged to get a final prediction result.
Experimental results show that this method is not pretty good, but it is better than some other
trust prediction methods. It is extensible because it works on different datasets. However, this
method does not support the subjective of trust and context-aware trust evaluation. Privacy
protection and protection against attacks were not considered. Also, the authors did not evaluate
computational overhead.

3.2 Trust Evaluation Based on Machine Learning in Multi-Agent Systems

In this part, we review existing trust evaluation methods based onmachine learning in multi-agent
systems.

3.2.1 Machine Learning for Direct Trust Evaluation.

3.2.1.1 Models with Binary Ratings. Liu et al. [2013] presented a trust architecture usingmachine
learning in a large distributed system, that is composed of a knowledge collector, a trust calculation
engine, and a storage component. In the trust calculation engine, they proposed a method for
trust assessment using machine learning algorithms. They classified historical transactions into
two categories: successful and unsuccessful. Then, linear discriminant analysis or DT was used to
train a model by using feature vectors and category labels as training data for evaluating potential
transactions. They experimented with real-world data collected from the Internet auction sites
Allegro and eBay. The experimental results show the good performance and robustness of the
proposed method. However, this work does not consider privacy protection. The features used
to train the model are objective information. Meanwhile, context awareness was not considered.
There are too many factors that need to be determined for trust evaluation in a specific scenario.
In this work, computational overhead was not mentioned.
Nguyen and Bai [2018] presented a scheme for dynamically evaluating the trust of agent group

using Bayesian networks. The scheme uses contextual data to evaluate trust. Contextual data in-
cludes three kinds of factors: some environment factors, targets (such as relationship, feedback,
etc.) and temporal factors. Then, mutual information was used for determining features and trust-
worthiness was decided by applying a Bayesian network. The authors developed a system with
560 agents to perform testing. In the best case, the accuracy can reach 1.0, indicating that the
method is effective. Features used are not subjective. And this method is not context-aware. Mean-
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while, it does not support privacy protection and attack defense. The calculation overhead was not
specified.

3.2.1.2 Models with Discrete Numeral Ratings. Aref and Tran [2015] presented amethod to evalu-
ate trust, which is used in multi-agent systems. They used Q-learning to evaluate trust to enhance
the response of a trust model to dynamic changes in the multi-agent systems. Then they [Aref
and Tran 2017] proposed another method based on the previous trust evaluation method, which
combines fuzzy logic and the Q-learning algorithm. It is conducive to embody the ambiguity and
uncertainty of trust. First, the direct trust value is computed using a Q-learning algorithm, and then
the direct trust value, the indirect trust value and the average time delay are fuzzified. After that,
they used the inference rules in a fuzzy logic system to get a final result. They conducted simula-
tion experiments in different scenarios. From the experimental results, we learn that this method
can enhance accuracy and resist attacks. Meanwhile, it supports context-awareness. However, it
was not clear whether the method can support subjectivity. And there are no measures for data
privacy protection. Neither of the above works discussed computational overhead.
3.2.1.3 Models with Continuous Numeral Ratings. Zhou et al. [2015] designed a Context-

Awareness Stereotypical Trust deep learning framework (CAST) for inferring a priori trust value
in an evidence-sparse context by learning seven context-awareness stereotypes in evidence-dense
contexts. They trained an inference model for each of seven stereotypes by using a deep model and
employed evidences with trust values for model training. Then they used the value of the small-
est output from the seven inference models as the required a priori trust value to defend against
context-correlation attacks. They conducted simulation-based experiments and used Root-Mean-
Square Deviation (RSMD) to measure accuracy. The experimental results indicate that the method
is effectivity with high accuracy. It can resist context-correlation attacks and its applicability is
sound. They used time complexity to represent the computational overhead of the method, which
is related to the amount of layer-wise connections. However, the framework does not describe the
selected specific features. It does not support context awareness, privacy protection, and subjec-
tivity since all of them were not considered.

3.3 Trust Evaluation Based on Machine Learning in Service Environments

In this part, we survey trust evaluation methods based on machine learning in service-oriented
environments.

3.3.1 Machine Learning for Direct Trust Evaluation.

3.3.1.1 Models with Binary Ratings. Ma et al. [2009] proposed two methods, Personalized Clas-
sification Method (PCM) and Cluster-based Classification Method (CCM), to solve the problem of
trust prediction when the user’s trust relationship is sparse. They treat the trust prediction task
as a classification task and use machine learning to complete it. They chose two datasets from
Epinions Datasets in order to evaluate and compare the methods. In PCM, they used user pairs
presented by 19 user interaction features and trust or distrust labels as a training set. Then, they
chose SVM to train classifier to classify user pairs. In CCM, they adopted a divided hierarchical
cluster method to cluster users based on the density of connected neighborhood in a trust web.
After that, they also used user pair to train classifiers like PCM. The difference is that CCM trains
a classifier for each user cluster. In experiments, they used F-Measure to compare the performance
of PCM, CCM, a Global Classification Method (GCM), and a trust prediction method based on trust
propagation called MoleTrust. The results showed that the selected features are valid. The perfor-
mance of CCM is between PCM and GCM, which is related to the number of user clusters. And the
performance of trust prediction methods based on classification is better than MoleTrust. We can
find that PCM and CCM can apply into such an application scenario where online users can com-
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ment. Most of the features selected in the method are ratings and reviews, which are subjective.
But when the trust evidence is determined, the trained classifier will not change any more, so the
method does not support context-awareness. In this article, the authors did not consider privacy
protection, attack defense, and computational overhead.
Mohanty et al. [2010] proposed using a series of quality of service attributes and multiple ma-

chine learning algorithms to evaluate whether the web service is trustworthy. The attributes used
include price, availability, reputation, throughput, reliability, security, response time, accuracy, la-
tency, integrity, regulatory, accessibility, and robustness. The evaluation process of the model is
divided into three steps: feature selection, classification model training, and rule generation. This
method was evaluated by using classification algorithms such as Back Propagation Neural Net-
work (BPNN), Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH),
Classification and Regression Trees (CART), ID3 decision tree (J48), TreeNet, and SVM, working
on a dataset gained from Web Service Crawler Engine (WSCE). Testing results show that a high-
est accuracy rate can be reached by using J48 or TreeNet, which is 0.9972. The most important
attributes were found as throughput, response, reliability, documentation and capacity to succeed.
The method is suitable for trust evaluation on web services, but it cannot support context aware-
ness and subjectivity. It does not have the ability to protect privacy and prevent attacks.Meanwhile,
the authors did not provide computational overhead.
Korovaiko and Thomo [2013] proposed a method in online communities for predicting users

trust relationships. They used a classification algorithm to solve the trust prediction problem. Be-
cause if there are a lot of similarities between users, it will be easy for them to trust each other. In
addition, if a user makes some high-quality comments on multiple different products, the user will
be treated as trustworthy. So, they extracted five features from user-similarity interactions and
extracted three features from rater reviewer interactions. Then, they quantified the eight features
and used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to sort them. They selected SVM and RF as classifiers. A
comparative experiment was conducted on the Epinion online community to verify whether the
method using selected features is more effective than existing methods. The results indicated that
the performance of trust prediction using the features in this method is 5–20% higher than that of
the previous ones. The method achieves a good performance, but the used features are not subjec-
tive. Meanwhile, context awareness and computational overhead were not discussed. There is no
privacy protection on data and no consideration on attack resistance.
Olteanu et al. [2013] presented a scheme for predicting the trust of a webpage. They selected

22 features from content features and social features. Then, they selected regression and two-
category methods for learning model and prediction. They experimented with a dataset of 1000
URLs with trust levels established by Microsoft and chose supervised learning algorithms such
as SVM, extremely randomized trees (ERT) for regression or SVM, DT, ERT, and NBC for classi-
fication. Its accuracy is around 0.75 and it has a good performance. On the basis of this method,
Wawer et al. [2014] proposed adding General Inquirer features into feature selection, which can
improve predictive performance. The features used in these two methods are not subjective and
context-aware. Both of them do not consider privacy protection and attack resistance.
Mao et al. [2017] used neural network to determine the non-linear relationship between the

quality of service attributes and the trustworthiness of a service in order to evaluate the trust of
cloud services. Meanwhile, the method uses particle swarm optimization to optimize the initial
settings of neural network and improves the evaluation accuracy. The method consists of three
stages. In the preparation stage, the main task is to analyze the problem, determine the struc-
ture of the neural network, and the input and output of a prediction model. Then, in optimization
stage, PSO is used to optimize the initial settings of the neural network, and an optimal model is
determined by continuously testing the model with training data. Finally, in prediction phase, the
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model obtained by training is used to predict the trust degree of cloud services. Experiments were
conducted by using the public dataset QWS to compare different algorithms, such as Bayesian net-
work, CART, J48, SVM, FLRA and BPNN. The experimental results show that the method can reach
prediction precision as high as 0.8828. The attributes used for trust prediction are not subjective.
The method is suitable for service-oriented scenarios without context awareness. Meanwhile, it
cannot protect privacy and does not have the ability to defend against attacks. The computational
overhead was not presented in this work.
Jayasinghe et al. [2019] used machine learning for trust assessment of IoT services. The reason

for usingmachine learning is that in evaluation process, the influence of trust attributes on the trust
value is expressed by weights, but determining an appropriate weight is a complex task. Therefore,
intelligent methods are needed to determine import attributes and trust boundary. This method
uses some knowledge information, such as relationship, spatial, credibility, and temporal as trust
attributes. Due to the scarcity of labeled data, unsupervised learning was applied to classify data,
and then the data is used for supervised learning to obtain an evaluation model. The unsupervised
learning and supervised learning methods are k-means and SVM. A simulation experiment was
performed by using the dataset from CRAWDAD. The experimental results show that the recall
rate is 1.0 and the true positive rate is 0.9813. The trust attributes are not subjective. The method
is not context-aware. Privacy protection and attack defense were not considered in this work.
Computational overhead was not discussed.

3.3.1.2 Models with Discrete Numeral Ratings. Wu [2010] proposed a trust evaluation model for
C2C online transactions. Because of many ambiguities and uncertainties in the evaluation process,
it uses fuzzy neural networks for modeling. Two parts make up the process, first the input data
is blurred, and then the fuzzy data is applied for a neural network formation. The method uses
fuzzy sets to represent the ambiguity aspect. There are nine factors used in the method and they
are divided into three categories such as technical factors, merchant factors, and customer factors.
And some factors are subjective such as consumer psychology. But the accuracy of the method
cannot be confirmed. Meanwhile, it did not consider privacy protection of data and resistance to
possible attacks. The method does not support context-awareness. The authors did not evaluate
computational overhead.
Yahyaoui and Zhioua [2013] proposed a method to evaluate the trust sequence of observed

web services based on self-defined trust patterns by using Hidden Markov Model (HMM). They
first defined five categories of trust patterns. Then, they selected attributes according to entropy
values to represent trust observations and trained HMM based on trust patterns. Finally, they used
the trained HMM to match the observed trust sequence with given trust patterns to determine
the trust category of the observed web service. Experiments were conducted with the real-world
dataset Quality Web Services. Precision was applied as a performance measure. The results show
that the precision of the method is about 0.8. The complexity of associated computation is O (n2).
However, HMM suffers from uncertainty in probability distributions. They also presented future
work, such as extending the trust patterns. Later on, Yahyaoui and Al-Mutairi [2016] proposed
an improved method. They defined 11 trust patterns classes. In terms of pattern matching, the
HMM was abandoned and a rule-based Prefix-Suffix Algorithm was proposed. They also defined
eight attributes to describe the trust sequence and presented merge rules. Compared with the
original method [Yahyaoui and Zhioua 2013], the performance of the improvedmethod is better. Its
accuracy is about 0.95. However, both of the above methods do not consider the threat of potential
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attacks. Meanwhile, the data selected for trust evaluation are not subjective, and the methods do
not support context awareness.

3.3.1.3 Models with Continuous Numeral Ratings. Mashinchi et al. [2011] proposed a trust eval-
uation method for web services. It was designed on the basis of fuzzy linear regression. They
selected quality of service attributes as features. Then, they used a training dataset to establish a
fuzzy linear regression model to express the functional relationship between the QoS values and a
delivered service trust value. The input is numeric data. The output is fuzzy data in the model. To
make the output more intuitive, they defuzzied the output data and classified the data into defined
categories. They used fetching data from theWeb to conduct experiments. The results showed that
compared with SVM, DT, and LiR, the method is more accurate. The method is suitable for being
applied into Service-Oriented Computing (SOC). It is also applicable to other scenarios since QoS
attributes are not fixed and can be adaptively changed in this method. Since the features used to
train the model do not contain subjectively conscious information, the method is not subjective.
And there is no privacy protection for sensitive data, no consideration on possible attacks and no
support on context-awareness. Computational overhead was not discussed.
Mao and Lin [2016] presented amethod for evaluating the trust of network services using neural

network. They selected Quality of Service (QoS) attributes as trust features. The training set is
composed of QoS values and trust values. Then, they determined the appropriate initialization
parameters for the NN by using a Particle Swam Optimization (PSO) algorithm. After that, they
selected some common strategies such as back propagation to further train NN to obtain the model
for predicting service trust values. They experimented on a public QoS dataset QWS and found
that the method performs well compared to some other methods. QoS attributes are targeted to a
service-based environment, thus they are not subjective. Meanwhile, context awareness was not
considered. It did not consider privacy protection of data and resistance to possible attacks. There
is no analysis of computational overhead.

3.4 Trust Evaluation Based on Machine Learning in Ad-hoc Networks

We survey the literature on trust evaluation using machine learning in ad-hoc networks in this
subsection.

3.4.1 Machine Learning for Direct Trust Evaluation.

3.4.1.1 Models with Binary Ratings. Imana et al. [2010] offered a method, which uses Radial
Basis Function Neural Networks (RBS-NN), to predict the trust of the nodes in Mobile Ad Hoc
Networks (MANETs). They chose ten attributes to model the nodes. Training datasets consist of
ten attributes representing the nodes and the reputation values of the nodes. They used RBS-NN
to learn training datasets to derive the mapping of node attributes and node reputation values.
After that, it is regarded as a predictor for trust evaluation of the nodes with unknown values.
To predict the credit value of the current state of a node, they used the data from multiple time
points in the previous period of time to train the model to obtain its credit value. Simulation based
experiments showed that the method performs well and its accuracy is about 0.98. Notably, the ten
attributes used in the method are not subjective. The assessment results are influenced by time, so
the program has very good dynamic adaptability and support context awareness. But it does not
consider the protection of sensitive data and the defense against possible attacks. Also, they did
not evaluate computational overhead.
Trofimova et al. [2017] presented a method for trust assessment by using a neural network in

ad hoc networks. They determined whether a node is trustworthy based on Packet Delivery Ratio
(PDR) of the node and set a threshold to distinguish them. After comparing multiple neural net-
work models, they chose Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and back propagation algorithms for trust
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evaluation. Under specific network arrangement, they randomly assigned PDRs to intermediate
nodes and obtain training data through some calculations. The simulation results indicate that the
scheme is effective. However, it does not provide a specific implementation method for training
data. Meanwhile, once there is a change in the network, the topology used to generate the train-
ing data should be reworked. Therefore, the dynamic adaptability of this method is poor. That is,
context awareness was not considered. The training data are not subjective, thus cannot reflect
subjectivity of trust in assessment. Privacy protection for data was not taken into account in this
work. This method does not consider resistance to possible attacks in trust evaluation. Computa-
tional overhead was not analyzed.
Han et al. [2019] proposed to use machine learning to assess the trust of sensor nodes in under-

water acoustic sensor networks. In this scenario, there are sparse distribution of underwater nodes,
weak communication signals, high delay, narrow loan, and other characteristics, which make trust
evaluation difficult. Thus, machine learning is selected to overcome these problems and evaluate
trust. The proposed method contains two phases and uses communication trust, packet trust, and
energy trust as features. The first phase is an unsupervised learning phase. After obtaining the
feature data, the data are divided into two clusters by using a k-means algorithm. The purpose
is to label the data. The process of k-means is roughly as follows. First, determine the total of
categories, i.e., the value of K that is 2 therein. Then, select two data points randomly from the
dataset as initial centroids. After that, calculate the similarity between each data point and each
centroid and put the data points into the cluster where the most similar centroid is located. Then,
re-determine the centroids and repeat the above steps, the process iterates until the centroids no
longer change. The second phase is a supervised learning phase, which uses the labeled data ob-
tained in the first phase and selects the SVM algorithm to train the model for trust evaluation.
Simulation-based experiments were performed. The experimental results show that the accuracy
of the method can reach 0.97. However, the method cannot protect privacy or resist attacks. It does
not consider computational overhead and is not context-aware. The characteristics used for trust
evaluation are not subjective.

3.4.1.2 Models with discrete numeral ratings. El-Sayed et al. [2020] proposed an entity-centric
trust model for nodes in a vehicle network. The model uses direct experiences and recommenda-
tions to calculate trust values based on vehicle interaction time, distance and other indicators. The
trust value and a DT model are used to build decision rules, and a decision is divided into three
types according to the trust value: trustworthy, untrustworthy, and uncertain. For some trust val-
ues with errors, the scheme chooses an ANN model to adaptively adjust. The model was tested
by applying it into a vehicle network that contains 5 road slide units and 30 vehicle nodes with
a transmission range of 300 meters. Experimental results show that the model has good perfor-
mance and robustness, its precision rate can reach 0.9234 with a recall rate 0.9164. The attributes
used to calculate the trust value are not subjective. DT and ANN were used in trust modeling and
evaluation. When context changes in real time, the model can be adjusted adaptively. Therefore,
this model supports context awareness. However, privacy protection was not considered.

3.5 Trust Evaluation Based on Machine Learning in Other Scenarios

In this part, we review the literature on trust evaluation based on machine learning in other sce-
narios, such as pervasive computing, grid computing, and peer-to-peer networking.

3.5.1 Machine Learning for Direct Trust Evaluation.

3.5.1.1 Models with Binary Ratings. Yuan et al. [2006] proposed a model for dynamic trust deci-
sions in a pervasive environment. The factors used in the trust model are prior probability, trust
level, past interaction history, time influence, and peer recommendation. An NBC algorithm was
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selected for trust decision and used twice.When using NBC for the first decision, only prior knowl-
edge of service provider was used. If a decision result cannot be obtained, then recommendation
information is added to derive a final decision. Subjectivity of this method is well supported. Sim-
ulation experiments demonstrated its dynamic decision-making ability, but did not verify its ef-
fectiveness. This model can dynamically evaluate trust with context-awareness. However, data
privacy protection and defense against possible attacks were not considered. Computational over-
head was not evaluated, either.
Huang andChen [2019] proposed amodel for evaluating the reputation of crowdsourcing partic-

ipants using a random forest based on linear discriminant analysis. The scheme is divided into five
steps. First, a multi-dimensional reputation index system is established, and data is collected and
preprocessed. The second step is to reduce the data dimension, and the third step is to standardize
the data. The fourth step is to select a subset of features and use machine learning for modeling.
The fifth step is to verify the validity of the model. By using the data from the zbj.com platform,
multiple experiments were conducted, where different dimensionality reduction methods and dif-
ferent machine learning algorithms were combined for reputation evaluation. The final results
show that using the combination of linear discriminant analysis and random forest makes accu-
racy up to 0.928. The data indicators used for reputation evaluation come from four dimensions:
initial reputation dimension, penalty dimension, evaluation dimension, and transaction dimen-
sion. None of them are subjective. The method is not context-aware. Defense attacks and privacy
protections were not considered, either. There is no explanation of computational overhead in this
work.

3.5.1.2 Models with Discrete numeral ratings. D’Angelo et al. [2017] proposed an a priori algo-
rithm and an NBC-based trust model in pervasive computing. First, they represented the interac-
tions between entities with the tuples of the nine properties they defined. According to the trust
score that is one of the nine properties, the interactions are divided into three categories: trustwor-
thy, dubious, and untrustworthy. After that, they used the a priori algorithm to extract features.
Finally, they used the NBC algorithm to determine the trust category for the data to be evaluated.
Simulation experimental results indicate that this method can identify counting-based, time-based,
and context-based attacks with high accuracy. It is robust to some extent. But it does not consider
the protection of data obtained from other devices. The selected attributes are not subjective. This
method does not support context awareness. Computational overhead was not discussed.

3.5.1.3 Models with Continuous Numeral Ratings. Huang et al. [2005] proposed a method for
calculating a peer’s local trust value using Back Propagation Neural Network (BP-NN) in Peer-to-
Peer (P2P) networking. They processed the transaction result sequences of peers to get constrictive
transaction result sequences and used themwith their global trust values as training data to decide
the quantity of input, hidden layers, and nodes of each layer, and some other parameters of the
neural network model. After processing the obtained transaction result sequence to get a constric-
tive transaction result sequence, they put it as an input into the trained neural network model to
derive the corresponding local trust value. On the basis of JXTA (Juxtapose, an open source P2P
protocol), they utilized a P2P data backup system for experiments, but the results did not show that
the method is effective. They used time complexity to represent computational overhead, which is
O (n). The data used for training and testing are not subjective but time-sensitive, so the method
has good dynamic adaptability and context awareness. However, the method does not consider
the protection of sensitive data and the prevention of possible attacks.
Song [2005] proposed three trust evaluationmodels. All of them are suitable for online scenarios.

The first model makes trust decisions on unknown parties based on heterogeneous recommenda-
tions. The recommendation trust network model was trained by ANN by using the trust opinions
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of qualified recommenders and requesters of information providers. A back-propagation algorithm
was used to train the model. Experiments were performed by using simulation results of movie file
sharing in a P2P network with 50 agents. The experimental result shows that the accuracy of the
model can reach 0.938. The model is adaptable and can deal with changes in trust behaviors. The
model uses trust opinions as features. It is subjective. However, it does not take into account attack
defense and privacy preservation, nor does it analyze computational overhead. The second model
uses HMM to evaluate a recommender’s reputation based on the expertise and trustworthiness of
recommendations. The performance of this model was evaluated through simulation experiments.
The results show that the model has good performance and its accuracy is at least 0.9. However, it
is not context-aware, subjective, nor can it resist attacks or protect privacy. Meanwhile, its compu-
tational cost was not analyzed. The third model was proposed to manage the global reputation of
users in a distributed system. It uses the back-propagation algorithm to evaluate local agent trust
and builds neural networks to obtain global reputation based on local trust. The performance of
the model was evaluated by building a simulation experiment with 10 users, 4 reputation com-
munities, and 2,000 transactions. The result shows that its accuracy can reach up to 0.944. This
model is context-aware. But it cannot resist attacks and protect privacy. It is not subjective, either.
Notably, its computational overhead was not evaluated.

3.5.2 Machine Learning for Assisting Trust Evaluation. Ni and Luo [2008] used hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm to evaluate trust of grid entities in grid computing virtual organization. They
cluster grid entities into four categories by using local security policy and reputation as the charac-
teristics of the grid entities, which are respectively very trustworthy, trustworthy, untrustworthy,
and absolutely untrustworthy. When trust evaluation is performed on grid entities in different vir-
tual organizations, they obtained trust value by considering the security level of trust relationship.
This method is aimed at the trust assessment of virtual organizations in grid computing. Subjectiv-
ity and context-awareness were not supported. Privacy protection and attack resistance were not
considered in the assessment of trust, either. The authors did not analyze computational overhead.

3.6 Common Trust Evaluation Frameworks Based on Machine Learning

In this section, we review some common trust evaluation framework based on supervised machine
learning.

3.6.1 Machine Learning for Direct Trust Evaluation.

3.6.1.1 Models with Binary Ratings. López and Maag [2015] put forward a universal trust man-
agement framework and proposed a corresponding trust assessment scheme. They had unified
mathematical definitions of trust features, context, trustor, trustee, and so on. They used a machine
learning method to convert the trust evaluation problem into a multi-classification problem. The
trust relationship is divided into untrustworthy, neutrally trusted, and trustworthy, and is respec-
tively represented as −1, 0, 1. Considering that the data may be linearly inseparable, they chose an
SVM algorithm with radial basis function kernel and presented a new algorithm for determining
the optimal parameters in SVM. They utilized trust data containing two trust features to conduct
a simulation experiment and their achieved accuracy is up to 0.96. The selected features were not
described in the framework, so it is not possible to determine whether they are subjective. At the
same time, it uses supervised learning to model. When the context changes in real time, it cannot
adjust adaptively. So, this scheme does not support context awareness. Moreover, privacy protec-
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tion was not considered, no defense against attacks, nor investigation on computational overhead
was conducted.

3.6.1.2 Models with Continuous Numeral Ratings. Hauke et al. [2013] proposed the requirements
of trust assessment using supervised learning methods. First, in training phase, trust assessment
requested a training dataset represented by features and labels. During evaluation phase, they used
the training dataset and selected RF, DT, and KNN algorithms to perform trust value calculation.
After that, they derived a discrete trust value. However, trust represents a subjective probability, so
they convert the obtained value into a probability form to better represent the trust relationship.
In addition, they also proposed ways to map the evaluation results to a Certain Logic opinion
space. They used the data in a hotel booking website to conduct experiments. The results showed
that the method is effective in prediction. But some details were not disclosed, such as which
features were selected. There is no comment on privacy protection of sensitive data and on how
to deal with possible attacks. But the universality of this method is broad. Context-awareness and
computational overhead were not examined.

3.7 Discussion

In Table 4, we compare the existing methods of trust evaluation using machine learning based on
the following criteria:

—Privacy protection:
-Yes: The work considers or takes measures to protect the collected trust evidence.
-No: The work does not consider or take measures to protect the collected trust evidence.

—Robustness:
-Yes: The method can withstand harsh environments, i.e., it can work normally in the pres-
ence of some of the previously discussed attacks.
-No: The method cannot withstand harsh environments, i.e., it cannot work normally in the
presence of some of the attacks mentioned above.

—Context-awareness:
-Yes: Themethod can perceive the change of context or environment and adjust dynamically
and adaptively.
-No: The method cannot perceive the change of context or environment and cannot adjust
dynamically and adaptively.

—Subjectivity:
-Yes: There are references to the subjectivity of trust, or the use of some subjective infor-
mation or data as evidence of trust in evaluation.
-No: There are no references to the subjectivity of trust, and no use of some subjective
information or data as evidence of trust in evaluation.

—Computational Overhead: The complexity of trust evaluation computation is referred as its
computational overhead.

From the above reviews, we summarize the use of machine learning for trust evaluation in dif-
ferent scenarios. In multi-agent systems and social networks, there are four purposes of using
machine learning for trust evaluation. The first is the use of other available data to evaluate trust
when historical transaction information or historical evidence is scarce and unavailable. The sec-
ond is to improve the accuracy of evaluation by combining machine learning and other computing
models. The third is for handling complex data relationships. The fourth is to achieve accurate eval-
uation in a big data situation. In service-oriented systems, trust evaluation using machine learning
was mainly applied to perform intelligent calculations to improve accuracy in the case of complex
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data relationships. In ad-hoc networks, trust evaluation using machine learning mainly use the
attributes specific to ad hoc networks to perform trust evaluation in the absence of interactive
information in order to ensure accuracy.
Meanwhile, we find that the process of trust evaluation using supervised learning is roughly

the same. Existing works treated the trust evaluation as a classification or regression problem and
used a labeled dataset to train the model for trust assessment. However, existing works’ applica-
tion scenarios, selected features and the specific algorithms are normally different. For unsuper-
vised learning, we find that because there is no available data label, it cannot directly treat trust
evaluation as a classification problem like supervised learning. Unsupervised learning can only
cluster similar data according to the attributes or features of data. On this basis, the method based
on unsupervised learning selects other methods for the calculation or prediction of trust values.
Although using clustering algorithms cannot directly perform trust evaluation, the clustering al-
gorithms can aggregate data with similar attributes, reducing the amount of data of subsequent
analysis, making the quality of the data used for trust evaluation higher. In the trust evaluation
methods based on semi-supervised learning, when training the model, there is less requirement
for the amount of data with labels than the methods based on supervised learning, that is, large
amounts of unlabeled data and partially labeled data can be used for model training. In this way,
we can use semi-supervised learning for trust evaluation when we know that there are few labeled
data. For existing methods using reinforcement learning, they all use Q-learning algorithms. Be-
cause reinforcement learning dynamically adjusts the model by interacting with the environment,
these methods support context awareness.
In Table 4, we notice that the existingmethods of trust evaluation usingmachine learningmostly

use supervised learning, while the other three types of machine learning algorithms are less used.
The reason for this phenomenon is that supervised learning is simple to understand and widely
used. Meanwhile, there are more studies on supervised learning than the other three. At the same
time, the application scenarios of these methods are large-scale distributed networks such as so-
cial networks and service-oriented environments. The features selected in the same scenario are
similar, e.g., in Ma et al. [2009], Zhao and Pan [2014], Yahyaoui and Zhioua [2013], and Korovaiko
and Thomo [2013], the features related to the relationship between users were selected. Notably,
most methods simply use a few categories to represent the results of trust evaluation, which is
not conducive to reflect the fuzziness and uncertainty of trust. We can find that most methods are
effective. In particular, privacy protections on trust evidence are not explored in all methods. Only
a few of the existing methods can resist attacks that occur in trust evaluation [D’Angelo et al.
2017; Zhou et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2013; Aref and Tran 2015, 2017]. Among the existing methods,
we roughly divide those with contextual awareness into two categories. One is to use supervised
learning. The selected training data is related to time series [Huang et al. 2005; Imana et al. 2010;
Zolfaghar and Aghaie 2011; Yuan et al. 2006]. The other is to use reinforcement learning, which
itself continually optimizes strategies based on real-time feedback from performing operations
[Kim and Song 2011; Aref and Tran 2015, 2017]. Also, there are few schemes that reflect the sub-
jectivity of trust [Ma et al. 2009; Khadangi and Bagheri 2013; Yuan et al. 2006; Wu 2010; Papaoiko
nomou et al. 2015]. Methods that consider computational overhead are also rare. Most works do
not consider this quality attribute, which was only considered in Zhou et al. [2015], Yahyaoui and
Zhioua [2013], Yahyaoui and Al-Mutairi [2016], Huang et al. [2005], and Kim and Song [2011].
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4 OPEN PROBLEMS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

4.1 Open Problems

Based on the above review and the comparative analysis of the literature, we identify some open
issues in the field of trust evaluation based on machine learning.
First, a generic solution for trust evaluation based on machine learning is still missing. Machine

learning is a powerful artificial intelligence method that continuously improves its performance by
reorganizing existing knowledge structures [Han et al. 2019]. The trust evaluation methods based
on machine learning show that, in the case of sparse data, complex data relationships, and big
data, using machine learning can effectively perform trust evaluation. However, most of the trust
evaluationmethods based onmachine learning are applied into social network scenarios, while still
limited in other scenarios. Based on the above review, the literature still lacks a generic method of
machine-learning-based trust evaluation that can be applied into various fields. Research is highly
expected to investigate the possibility of achieving a common solution.
Second, most of the trust evaluation results obtained through machine learning are coarser-

grained. Trust is a subjective concept with uncertainty and should be represented by continuous
value [Khadangi and Bagheri 2013]. From the above review, we found that most of the existing
methods use techniques of supervised learning for trust evaluation. They treat the trust evaluation
problem as a classification problem. Although this kind of methods is simple, effective, and fast,
its ultimate representation of trust is divided into two or a limited number of main categories
such as trusted and distrusted. Such a coarser-grained representation cannot sufficiently reflect
the subjectivity and uncertainty of trust.
Third, how to determine features, algorithms, and algorithm integration in trust evaluation

based on machine learning needs to be investigated. We found that the choice of features and al-
gorithms has a significant impact on trust evaluation performance. As studied in Liu et al. [2008],
selecting different features or different algorithms has an impact on evaluation performance. Com-
pared with Wawer et al. [2014] and Olteanu et al. [2013], adding some features can improve the
performance of evaluation, but at the same time, it may bring a certain amount of computational
overhead. Therefore, when using machine learning to conduct trust evaluation, which features
to select, which algorithm to choose and how to combine them to make a method effective and
efficient and perform best are still worth studying.
Fourth, the method of data labeling is not well explained or explored. When using the super-

vised learning algorithms for trust evaluation, in addition to selecting appropriate features and
algorithms, the acquisition of labeled datasets is also a critical step. Existing trust evaluation meth-
ods using supervised learning do not specify how to obtain labeled data for model training. But the
quality of the training dataset directly affects the performance of the model. Trust varies in differ-
ent scenarios. Any training datasets are not universal. In the existing literature, although there is
a certain number of researches on the selection of features and machine learning algorithms, few
studies explore how to acquire training dataset and how to label data.
Fifth, existing methods using machine learning for trust evaluation generally do not consider

privacy protection on the data used for evaluation and seldom concern the robustness of eval-
uation. The data used for trust evaluation generally contains the private information of related
entities. Therefore, in a trust evaluation method, data privacy protection is inevitably essential
and should be considered. By reviewing the existing literature, we can see that none of existing
methods of trust evaluation based on machine learning consider this issue. At the same time, the
possible attacks on trust evaluation that we mentioned in Section 2 should also be considered.
But most of the existing works do not prove whether their methods can withstand these attacks.
Therefore, problems with regard to security exist in the current works.
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Finally, most of the existing methods do not address or ignore computational overhead, thus
do not pay special attention to evaluation efficiency. For an algorithmic approach, the analysis of
computational and storage overhead is important and should not be overlooked. It is an important
item in performance evaluation metrics to judge the merit of a method. Thus, trust evaluation
based on machine learning should also consider the cost and complexity of computation and make
trade-off with other quality attributes, like precision, accuracy, and fine-grainedness.

4.2 Future Research Directions

Based on our review and the discussion on open research issues, we notice that this research topic
is still in its infancy. Many important open issues attract attention and deserve special efforts.
Herein, we point out some potential future research directions about trust evaluation based on
machine learning.
First, fine-grained trust evaluation based on machine learning with subjectivity and dynamic

support should be explored. Under the premise of ensuring effectiveness, we need to studywhether
traditional trust evaluationmethods can be combinedwithmachine-learning-basedmethods, mak-
ing the results of trust evaluation granular and relevant to reality. In most of the methods reviewed
in this article, the representation of trust does not reflect its uncertainty and subjectivity, as well
as time dependency. We believe that later research should make efforts to make machine-learning-
based trust evaluation effectively reflect the subjectivity of trust. Meanwhile, trust values change
over time [Korovaiko and Thomo 2013]. Time-dependent features should also be considered in
learning. And at the same time, the representation of trust should be fine-grained, thus can really
reflect the nature of trust. In addition, combining machine learning with other trust-computing
methods could be a good way to improve evaluation accuracy by overcoming the shortcomings of
each.
Second, automatic learning of feature selection and algorithm selection should be investigated.

Current work focuses on specific scenarios by studying which features and algorithms can be
selected to make the trust evaluation results accurate. For the features and algorithms used in
trust evaluation, the existing literature is case-specific, lacks a common solution. In the subsequent
studies, we should investigate whether it is possible to automatically find a suitable combination
of features and algorithms based on previous experiences, so as to make the trust evaluation more
effective and generic, i.e., applyingmachine learning into feature selection and algorithm selection.
Third, how to obtain trustworthy labeled data when using supervised learning for trust eval-

uation is an important issue that is worth studying. In the methods of trust evaluation using su-
pervised learning, the features used for trust evaluation varies in different scenarios with quite
different training datasets. For different application scenarios, how to acquire a suitable training
set could be the most difficult task in research. Because the training dataset needs to be labeled,
how to mark the labels in a trustworthy way is worth studying since it highly impacts the quality
of the final trust evaluation results. Subsequent research should put efforts on this aspect. How
to refer to the datasets with labels in another application domain and let them benefit a working
application domain is also an interesting topic worth studying.
Fourth, the security of trust evaluation is worth special efforts. In our survey, the issue of data

privacy protection has not been touched. At the same time, there are only few methods that con-
sider resistance to some possible attacks. Therefore, subsequent research can start with the security
and privacy protection of trust evaluation based on machine learning, so that its security and pri-
vacy can be guaranteed. The usage of some emerging technologies, such as federal learning and
differential privacy to protect the privacy of sensitive data in trust evaluation can be considered.
Fifth, the research to develop a framework for trust evaluation as a service that can be applied

into multiple scenarios is highly expected. Future research should explore the general applicability
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of the trust evaluation based on machine learning by taking into account computational overhead,
communication cost and other practical quality attributes and explore its practicability of deploy-
ment in a real world. In this case, how to automatically collect trust evidence, update and optimize
the models used for trust evaluation should be considered. Meanwhile, how to refer to the mod-
els built up in different domains and integrate them to form a common model is an interesting
research topic.
Sixth, we highly suggest attempting different machine learning methods to evaluate trust. From

the survey, we note that there are many researchers who explored using supervised learning for
trust evaluation. Unsupervised learning has no dependence on labeled data and reinforcement
learning has good dynamic adaptability. Future research can make more efforts on applying rein-
forcement learning, unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning for trust evaluation since
they have their own advantages to support the nature of trust and easy process of trust evaluation.
Last but not the least, it is highly suggested integrating machine learning methods with other

emerging technologies to evaluate trust, such as knowledge fragment fusion [Zheng et al. 2019],
correlation computation [Yan et al. 2017], fusion pattern learning [He et al. 2018], relation discov-
ery [Chen et al. 2014], and so on. Zheng et al. [2019] provided a significant way of constructing
a fragmented knowledge graph. Zheng’s method named “knowledge forest” can efficiently rep-
resent and compute knowledge, which can be adopted for trust evaluation. Discovering relations
of human beings from mass data has also been effectively achieved with the method presented
by Chen et al. [2014]. It would be an interesting research topic to perform trust evaluation by in-
telligently fusing fragmented knowledge about trust, learning fusion pattern and extracting trust
relation from mass data with machine learning. Thus, we can solve “zero knowledge” and “cold
start” issues in an effective manner and achieve highly accurate trust evaluation based on widely
available information in the cyber world.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This article gives a thorough survey on existing trust evaluation methods based on machine learn-
ing. We first introduced the basic knowledge and characteristics of trust and machine learning
and analyzed the benefits of using machine learning for trust evaluation. Meanwhile, we summa-
rized traditional trust evaluation methods and machine learning algorithms, and compared their
advantages and disadvantages. Then, we discussed the requirements that a good trust evaluation
method should satisfy in order to figure out the criteria to justify the quality of a trust evaluation
method based on machine learning. In particular, we divided the existing trust evaluation meth-
ods into a number of categories according to their application scenarios, the functions of machine
learning algorithms in trust evaluation and evaluation granularity. By employing the proposed
evaluation criteria, we performed a thorough review and comment of each method’s advantages
and drawbacks. According to the completed review, we found that this research topic is still in the
course of initial development. There is a list of critical open issues that should be solved. Finally,
we proposed future research directions to attract special efforts and investigation.
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